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A solid sound cyber-security strategy, Future-oriented and validated 

Society is becoming increasingly dependent on technological de-

velopments and digitization, including in the field of cyber-secu-

rity. This adds to the interconnectivity of society, making it more 

complex and dynamic. A justified executives’ problem arises: “to 

what extent is the cyber-security strategy future-proof?” and “At 

what cost is its implementation accepted?” The current past-ori-

ented decision support tools of risk analysis, benchmarks and 

standards will not provide an answer. Disem Institute has a for-

ward-looking approach that is grounded in the scientific method 

of dynamic modelling. This approach (1) provides insights into 

the causal relations of the structure underlying complex prob-

lems, (2) shows how a real-life strategy will evolve in the future 

and (3) provides insights for adjustment and follow-up actions. 

This way of working gives strategic assurance about the poten-

tial success of a cyber-security strategy before it is implemented. 

 

Technological development and digitalisation  

Today, we live in an advanced, digital society, wherein technologi-

cal developments are evident and evolve at a rapid pace. Powerful 

and fast-advancing networks, more innovative digital devices and 

advancing automation are visible everywhere. This leads to a no-

ticeable increase in interdependence and connectivity. 

These technological developments are increasingly influencing our 

daily lives through wearables, home appliances connected to apps 

and fast, and mobile technology. In the 24/7 economy, mobile 

technologies are used more and more for business as well as pri-

vate communication. We are constantly available in such society 

and the urban areas will become fully digitalized through a smart 

city concept. There is also rapid growth of automated and robotic 

process technology for companies. Self-thinking, self-reasoning 

and self-learning software is an unstoppable development. 

Consequently, this creates a society that has an improved techno-

logical cohesion and is more and more interconnected while rap-

idly digital innovations are emerging. It is precisely because of this 

innovation that better communication and thinking power are 

present and potentially useful in a broader sense. As a result, (ad-

equate, necessary and decisive) activities automatically take place 

more quickly. This digitization is highly topical and applies to soci-

ety as a whole. It is precisely and emphatically applicable to the 

field of cyber-security. 

Good and adequately-functioning strategies can be implemented 

by using a scientifically-validated method of dynamic modelling. 

Likewise, this method can be applied to analyse complex, 
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dynamic, social issues. By doing so, there are innovative means to 

support the next generation of strategic management.  

 

 

 

 

Strategy, governance and IT 

From a strategic point of view, directors of organizations often ask 

themselves “How much money can be spent on cyber-security?” 

After all, they can only spend money once. All the budgets allo-

cated to cyber-security cannot be available for other strategic 

business activities. While the costs for cyber-security are clear, the 

benefits of avoiding potential future cyber-attacks seem vague 

and far away. 

This means that decision-makers are usually reluctant to invest 

money in a necessary and adequately-functioning cyber security 

strategy. By nature, mankind is risk averse and has a preference 

for certainty. The costs for good cyber-security are absolute cer-

tainty, while the benefits of those defences – whether a digital at-

tack occurs successfully – are future uncertainties. The tendency is 

to not invest and show risk-averse behaviour. In addition, deci-

sion-makers may inadvertently be distracted by the symptoms, 

reducing their focus on hard-to-observe root causes. As a result, 

investments in other strategic business activities that seem more 

important prevail at that time. Examples include implementing an 

important marketing campaign, innovation of the products, ser-

vices and processes. bringing in a large and unique order, website 

improvement or opening a new location. 

Today's choices unconsciously lead to the problems of tomorrow, 

possibly with disastrous consequences for reputation, customer 

confidence and financial costs. Future cyber-security incidents will 

lead to high costs for correction and recovery for organizations. 

When a major a data breach manifests itself, the priorities of the 

organisation change immediately and absolutely. In that undesira-

ble crisis situation, the defending organization is faced with dou-

ble the cost of investing in necessary, good, cyber-security strat-

egy by having to repair the damage caused by the data breach. 

Examples of such a situation are countless. 

 

 

 

Complexity and dynamics in digitization lead 

to a question of insight and understanding 

for adequate decision-making. 

Business leaders need clear insight into the 

short- and long-term consequences of their 

choices regarding cybersecurity. 
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The dynamics of cyber-security  

We try to improve our cyber-security with the current, static deci-

sion support tools, examples of which are risk management, best 

practices, standards and benchmarks. These tools only provide a 

snapshot. They provide insights into the "now". However, the 

world is fast changing. Today's insights will be outdated tomor-

row. A cyber-attacker does not care about a risk assessment; it 

does not affect him at all. Cyber-criminals do not care whether an 

organization is compliant. A threat actor does not care about the 

scope of a security function compared to other comparable organ-

izations. Attackers look for exploiting weaknesses in employees' 

knowledge, systems, equipment, software, and processes for 

monetary gain or otherwise. 

 

 

There is a constant dynamic interaction between the attacker and 

the defending organization, hereinafter the defender. Both parties 

look for weaknesses in processes, technology and human behav-

iour. The attacker wants to exploit this weakness and the de-

fender naturally wants to prevent the same. This dynamic – at-

tacking and defending – is highly turbulent and changing in na-

ture. It may affect business operations and IT and can have signifi-

cant consequences for the defender's finances and risk manage-

ment. It may also noticeably affect personnel capacity. However, 

when one of the parties is successful in attacking or defending, 

the other anticipates this and adjusts its working method. 

Following this dynamic, cyber-security can be divided in four 

closely-intertwined management challenges that determine the 

success and performance of the organization: 

1. Mastering the defence skills. This concerns the extent to 

which the defender can identify and resolve weaknesses 

in employee knowledge, processes, software and digital 

devices in order to prevent the attacker from exploiting 

them. 

2. Finding the needle in the haystack. This is about the de-

fender's ability to respond to security incidents filtered 

from observed suspicious signals. 

3. Winning the intelligence race. This is the degree to which 

the defender is able to actively learn from the develop-

ment of the attacker. 

4. Managing growth. This concerns the workload that the 

defender can handle, taking into account the current busi-

ness operations, implementation of new, strategic devel-

opments and mitigation of incidents. 
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A successful attack may enormously affect a defender with drastic 

consequences of correction and recovery. This can often be caus-

ally and indicatively traced to the inadequate implementation of 

these four management challenges. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. KPI reporting in a context of proactive risk management.  

Figure 1 is an example of proactive risk management. This fig-

ure shows that future simulated performance indicator behav-

iour is the basis of decision-making. Decision makers can inter-

vene when accepted risk boundaries are expected to be 

crossed by this future-simulated performance.   

 

A valid cyber-security strategy 

It sounds like a cliché: today's decisions lead to tomorrow's prob-

lems and, if you know in advance what is feasible, you don't have 

to correct so much afterwards. Organizations can no longer afford 

to "haphazardly" manage their cyber-security posture. Despite 

this, many organizations inadvertently spend millions, possibly bil-

lions, in correction and remediation costs. Decision-making pro-

cesses in organizations are complex and often time-consuming. 

After all, many steps and analyses – including but not limited to a 

plan of action, a feasibility analysis, a business case with financial 

calculation, a risk management analysis, a resource plan and inter-

dependency analysis – are required before a strategic plan is ap-

proved. Organizations often involve multiple specialisms or even 

departments with their own methods, policies and principles. This 

may cause consolidation issues of a plan in a later stage. 

The dynamics in cybersecurity require proactive, forward-

looking risk management to validate the effectiveness of 

(intended) decisions. 
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Implementation is only possible after such strategic plan has been 

approved. Recruitment and selection of personnel takes time. The 

same applies for supplier selection. A delivery time of months and 

sometimes years can be quite normal for such plans. The attacker 

has nothing to do with this. The attacker has their own higher de-

velopment speed and more flexible innovation pattern which is 

less hindered by these delays. 

This shows that there is causality within the structure of an eco-

system (read: the whole of people, processes, technology and 

governance) and the behavior of this ecosystem. The relation be-

tween ecosystem structure and its observed behaviour is the basis 

of the structure-behaviour-paradigm and is an important starting 

point for dynamic modelling. 

Dynamic modelling is a scientific methodology that provides in-

sights in the structure of an underlying ecosystem that causes ob-

served behaviour. Through a combination of algorithm-building 

techniques, simulating future behaviour performance indicators 

become visible. Scenario analysis provides insights into how this 

behaviour can be influenced by policy decisions. This method is 

perfectly suitable to analyse complex dynamic issues.  

The basis for solving these previously-mentioned problems lies in 

providing insight into the interaction between the attacker and 

the defender and understanding how those problems subse-

quently affect customers, reputation and finances. The extent to 

which an organization can respond to the attacker again depends 

on the relationship between employees, processes, technology 

and management. Figure 2 is an example of the insights in such 

structure. 

 

Figure 2. Example of an ecosystem structure. 

 

The bridge that Disem Institute builds between science and prac-

tice is particularly innovative as it ensures that new analysis meth-

ods, including dynamic modelling, are available. Disem Institute 

applies the scientifically validated method of dynamic modelling 

to the specialist field of cyber-security, allowing it to provide clear 

and comprehensible insight into the aforementioned interactions 
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and coherence. The Disem Institute approach offers the possibil-

ity, by using specific algorithms, to create simulations with for-

ward-looking projections and identify management levers for in-

tervention. The scientifically-validated approach of dynamic mod-

elling by Disem Institute leads to sustainable and effective strate-

gies that support business leaders in their governance practices. It 

visibly results in fewer repair and correction costs. Business lead-

ers receive clear intuitions regarding what does and does not 

work with respect to cyber-security strategy at an early stage. 

These insights can be used for feedback on the decisions and ac-

tions that are planned as follow-up. Our approach shows execu-

tives the effectiveness of their cyber-security strategy before mak-

ing large investments and implementation. 

  

The scientifically-validated method of dynamic modelling 

used by Disem Institute provides insight into how a pro-

posed cybersecurity strategy is developing and shows, at 

an early stage, which intervention options are available. 

This insight offers business leaders a solid and well-devel-

oped cyber-security strategy. 
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Disem Institute specializes in analysing complex, dynamic and 

strategic management issues and excels in the field of digital se-

curity. Disem Institute offers the means to see and follow how 

strategic decisions will occur in an explainable way in the future. 

Our scientifically-validated approach demonstrates the effective-

ness of a strategy before business leaders make large invest-

ments. 

Disem Institute 


